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It is difficult to evaluate the street network accessibil-
ity after a large earthquake occurs. In this paper, we
construct a model to evaluate the street network acces-
sibility for wide-area emergency behaviors under the
condition of property damage in the Tokyo Metropoli-
tan Area after a large earthquake. Additionally, we
analyze the relationships between a local environment
and street network accessibility by using multiple re-
gression analysis. Finally, we discuss some important
factors for evaluating risk mitigation strategies.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the world has experienced many natural
disasters. Therefore, preparing for future disasters is an
important task. Various types of hazard maps have been
created by many different organizations to understand the
vulnerability to disasters. Table 1 lists examples of hazard
maps that can be accessed through the Internet [1–5]. For
instance, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport
and Tourism (MLIT) provides hazard maps for many dis-
asters in Japan, which include tsunamis, volcanoes, and
earthquakes, on the ‘Hazard Map Portal Site’ [1]. These
are useful to roughly grasp the spatial distribution of ex-
pected damage (property collapse, human casualties, etc.)
due to various disasters. However, they do not focus on
the risk of damage at the micro scale, such as building
collapse and street blockage. Additionally, it is difficult
to evaluate the effects of future improvement projects be-
cause the ordinal hazard maps only show the present con-
ditions.

As it is predicted that there is a 70% possibility of
an earthquake directly hitting Tokyo within the next 30
years [6, 7], preparedness for a large earthquake is one of
the primary concerns in Tokyo. Local governments at-
tempt to identify areas with a high potential for devas-
tating damages and discuss effective countermeasures to
reduce damages. Therefore, it is important to evaluate the
effects of each countermeasure (e.g., replacement of old

1. A portion of this paper was originally presented at the 20th AGILE Con-
ference [20].

buildings with quake-resistant buildings, etc.). However,
it is difficult to describe damage because many factors af-
fect one another at the time of a large earthquake.

A large body of studies have been carried out to eval-
uate the risk at the time of a large earthquake and to dis-
cuss methods of improving urban vulnerability to earth-
quakes. Tokyo Metropolitan Government (TMG) esti-
mated the risk of property collapse in chome (a traditional
Japanese address unit) by using GIS data, which include
detailed characteristics of the local area (e.g., structure of
buildings, density of buildings, width of streets, length of
streets, etc.), and placed 5,133 chome in order from most
to least vulnerable [8]. We can understand the relative
state of towns in Tokyo and the change of state brought
about by past projects for improving urban vulnerability
to earthquakes. However, the risk of property collapse as
estimated by TMG is not sufficient to evaluate the effects
of risk mitigation projects in the future.

To evaluate effects of risk mitigation projects, Kugai
and Kato evaluated the performance of the street network
after a large earthquake by each chome based on perco-
lation theory [9]. They attempted to clarify which local
factors could explain the performance of the street net-
work. However, the indices proposed in their paper do
not consider emergency behaviors at the time of a large
earthquake.

There are some studies discussing damage risk con-
sidering human characteristics associated with emergency
behavior [10–14]. For instance, Osaragi and Oki esti-
mated human casualties by using multi-agent simulation,
and evaluated the effects of disaster mitigation counter-
measures on actual projects in a specific local area [13,
14]. These studies are superior in terms of estimating
the evacuation risk considering human activities in a large
earthquake; however, it is difficult to perform a simulation
over a wide area owing to calculation costs.

Although the number of human causalities is one of the
primary concerns in the risk evaluation at the time of a
large earthquake, we focus on the street network accessi-
bility to identify areas with a high potential for devastating
damages, and obtain fundamental knowledge on disaster
mitigation strategies in the future. Fig. 1 compares our
current study with previous ones.

In this paper, we construct a simulation model, which
estimates the property collapse (building collapse and
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Table 1. Examples of hazard maps.

Fig. 1. Relationships between our study and previous studies.

street blockage), and evaluate the street network acces-
sibility after a large earthquake. To avoid the risk of fire
and/or falling debris, people evacuate to safe places by
moving through a major street at the time of a large earth-
quake. At the same time, firefighters access a building on
fire from a fire station by traveling through a major street.
As the first step, it is important to move between each lo-
cation and a major street with less damage to ensure the
safety of the emergency behaviors [1]. In this paper, we
evaluate the street network accessibility between a build-
ing and any major streets. Using the simulation model,
the evaluation of street network accessibility in the Tokyo
Metropolitan Area after a large earthquake is performed.
Next, we analyze the relationships between the local en-
vironment and the street network accessibility from two
viewpoints: spatial distribution characteristics and multi-
ple regression analysis. Finally, we clarify important fac-
tors for evaluating disaster mitigation strategies.

2. Overview of Simulation Model

Figure 2 shows an overview of the simulation model
that we developed. This model consists of the following
two sub-models: (1) property collapse model to describe
building collapse and street blockage; and (2) wide area
emergency behavior model.

Fig. 2. Overview of simulation model.

2.1. Property Collapse Model
The probability of building collapse PR(PGV ) is esti-

mated from the value of Peak Ground Velocity (PGV), the
structure material (wood, reinforced-concrete, or steel)
and the construction year of a building (Eq. (1) and
Fig. 3) [15].

PR (PGV ) = φ
(

ln (PGV )−λ
ζ

)
. . . . . . (1)

where φ ( ) is a cumulative distribution function, λ and
ζ are the average and the standard deviation of ln(PGV ),
respectively; they vary according to the structure mate-
rial and the construction year of a building. Then, we
determined the state of a building (collapsed or not col-
lapsed) by comparing the probability of building collapse
PR(PGV ) with a generated uniform random number.

We use the model proposed by MLIT to estimate the
blockage of streets [16]. The probability of street block-
age Pb(W ) on a street of width W [m] is estimated as the
probability that buildings along the street generate debris
which blocks a street (Eq. (2)).

Pb (W ) = 1−∏
i∈G

(1− fi(W )) . . . . . . . (2)
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Fig. 3. Probability of building collapse [15] (example of
wooden buildings).

Fig. 4. Estimation of property collapse.

where fi(W ) is the probability that the debris of collapsed
building i outflows to the street (Fig. 4(iii)) and G is the set
of roadside buildings that generate the debris. The details
of these models are described in previous research [17].

2.2. Wide Area Emergency Behavior Model
Figure 5 shows the overview of the wide area emer-

gency behavior model. In this model, we consider the
influence of property collapse at the time of a large earth-
quake. For instance, people are trapped in a building/a
street, or forced to take a large detour during emergency
behaviors due to blocked streets.

In this research, we consider that the safety of emer-
gency behaviors is ensured on major streets whose width
is 8 m or more [1]. We describe the behavior of each per-
son that moves between a building and any major streets
whose width is 8 m or more. First, it is assumed that
people choose the shortest route from/to a major street
considering the information on street blockages. It is also
assumed that people know the street network and do not
have any information on street blockages initially. In the
model, the shortest route is estimated by using Dijkstra’s
algorithm. People move from/to the major street by se-
lecting the shortest route from one intersection to the next
repeatedly. If people encounter street blockages, they up-
date their knowledge on the locations of street blockages.
In addition, people search for an alternate route from/to a
major street referring to the locations of street blockages
already encountered.

Fig. 5. Overview of wide area emergency behavior model.

It is assumed that emergency behaviors are completed
when people arrive from/at a major street. By contrast, it
is assumed that they are trapped in a street if there are no
routes from/to major streets.

2.3. Study Area and Assumptions in Simulation
In this paper, we estimate the property collapse in the

Tokyo Metropolitan Area (Fig. 6(i)), and evaluate the
street network accessibility by performing a simulation of
movements between major streets and each building. To
evaluate street network accessibility, we assume only one
movement between major streets and each building, and
do not consider the population distribution in the study
area. Table 2 shows the definition of indices of property
collapse and street network accessibility used for simu-
lations. To clarify the differences of simulation results
among areas, these indices are averaged in a grid cell
(417.5 m × 566.5 m) (Fig. 6(ii)).

The building data used in simulations are based on the
land use survey conducted by Tokyo Metropolitan Gov-
ernment in 2011, and the street data (as of 2014) are pro-
vided by the Tokyo Fire Department. Some attributes
of buildings and streets are prepared beforehand [17]
(Fig. 6(iii)).

To consider the effects of the variance of property col-
lapse in each case, we prepare 100 cases of property col-
lapse [3] and execute a simulation for each case to evalu-
ate the risk. To exclude the influence of the ground char-
acteristics and the epicenter location, Peak Ground Veloc-
ity (PGV) is fixed at 66 cm/s.
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Fig. 6. Study area.

Table 2. Indices of property collapse and street network
accessibility.

3. Spatial Distribution of Destruction Damage

3.1. Spatial Distribution of Property Collapse In-
dices

Figure 7 shows the spatial distribution of building col-
lapse risk and street blockage risk. The values of property
collapse indices are high in the eastern part of Tokyo, es-
pecially in densely built-up wooden residential areas (ar-
eas A and B). This is because these areas tend to have
an unfavorable local environment from the viewpoint of
vulnerability to a large earthquake. For instance, there is

a dense distribution of old wooden buildings and narrow
streets in area 1 (Fig. 8(i)). Additionally, the number of
buildings along a street is comparatively high.

In comparison to these areas, there are some areas with
high building collapse risk and low street blockage risk,
such as area 2 (Fig. 7). In these areas, the street length (the
distance between the nearest two intersections) is short
because the density of intersections is high (Fig. 8(ii)).
This indicates that increasing the number of intersections
or decreasing the number of roadside buildings will result
in the reduction of street blockage risk.

3.2. Spatial Distribution of Street Network Accessi-
bility Indices

Figure 9 shows the spatial distribution of street net-
work accessibility indices; in densely built-up wooden
residential areas (such as areas A and B), all indices ex-
hibit high values (Fig. 9). Furthermore, the spatial dis-
tribution in micro scale shows that movement difficulty
is high in areas where buildings along streets have a high
street blockage risk (Figs. 8(i) and 10). This indicates that
people will be trapped in streets or forced to take a large
detour because of blocked streets.

4. Relationships Between Destruction Damage
and Local Environment

4.1. Multiple Regression Analysis Using Local En-
vironmental Variables

To identify which local environmental factors affect the
indices of property collapse and street network accessi-
bility, we perform stepwise multiple regression analysis
based on datasets that include local environment variables
(Table 3) and the indices of each grid cell in the study
area [5]. However, grid cells that satisfy the following
conditions are removed from the dataset:

i. Grid cells included in urban control areas.
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Fig. 7. Spatial distribution of property collapse indices.

Fig. 8. Building collapse risk (each building) and street
blockage risk (each street).

ii. Grid cells where no buildings, streets, or nodes (in-
tersections) are present.

Fig. 9. Spatial distribution of street network accessibility
indices.

Fig. 10. Movement difficulty of each building in Area 1.

Moreover, as a dependent variable has non-linear rela-
tionships with independent variables, we take a function
of dependent variables (e.g., the logarithm) to make it pos-
sible to apply a linear regression model. If the dependent
variable is deformable, a grid cell is removed from the
dataset.
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Table 3. Local environmental variables.

4.2. Property Collapse Regression Model
The regression models of building collapse risk Y1, and

street blockage risk Y2 are described as follows:

Y1 = a0 +a1X1 +a2X2 . . . . . . . . . . (3)

y2 = ln (Y2/ (1−Y2))
= a0 +a1X1 +a4X4 +a5X5 +a6X6 . . . (4)

where X represents independent variables and a repre-
sents regression coefficients.

The correlation coefficient of each model is high
(Fig. 11). Building collapse risk can be described by
old buildings rate and old wooden buildings rate (Ta-
ble 4). Street blockage risk can be described by vari-
ables on street characteristics (number of buildings along
a street and narrow street rate) as well as those on build-
ings (old buildings rate and gross building coverage ratio)
(Table 5).

4.3. Street Network Accessibility Regression Model
The regression models of street network accessibility

indices (movement difficulty Y3, frequency of encounter-
ing street blockage Y4, and travel distance increment Y5)
are described as follows:

y3 = ln (Y3/ (1−Y3))
= a0 +a1X1 +a4X4 +a5X5 +a6X6 +a9X9 (5)

Fig. 11. Simulation versus predicted plot for building col-
lapse risk and street blockage risk.

Table 4. Summary of multiple regression analysis predict-
ing building collapse risk (N = 4,963).

Table 5. Summary of multiple regression analysis predict-
ing street blockage risk (N = 4,672).

y4 = lnY4

= a0 +a1X1 +a4X4 +a5X5 +a6X6 . . . (6)

y5 = lnY5

= a0 +a1X1 +a4X4 +a5X5 +a6X6

+a7X7 +a9X9 . . . . . . . . . . (7)

where X represents independent variables and a repre-
sents regression coefficients.

The correlation coefficient of each model is high
(Fig. 12). The independent variables which describe street
blockage risk are also selected in the regression models
of street network accessibility indices (Tables 5 to 8).
Therefore, this indicates that the street network accessibil-
ity indices are strongly correlated to street blockage risk.
Moreover, other variables are also selected for a regres-
sion model on movement difficulty and travel distance
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Fig. 12. Simulation versus predicted plot for street network
accessibility indices.

increment. The selected variables show that movement
difficulty tends to be high in areas with small node-link
ratios, and travel distance increment tends to be long in
areas with a high non-wide street rate.

5. Summary and Conclusions

To evaluate the property collapse and the street net-
work accessibility in a wide area after a large earthquake,
we constructed a simulation model that describes build-
ing collapse, street blockage, and the movement of peo-
ple in emergency behaviors. In this model, we described
the movement of each person between a building and any
major streets. People were assumed to choose the shortest

Table 6. Summary of multiple regression analysis predict-
ing movement difficulty (N = 4,175).

Table 7. Summary of multiple regression analysis predict-
ing frequency of encountering street blockage (N = 4,599).

Table 8. Summary of multiple regression analysis predict-
ing travel distance increment (N = 4,604).

route from/to a major street with no initial information on
street blockages. Using this model, it was possible to de-
scribe the movement of people including those trapped in
a street or forced to take a large detour during movement
due to blocked streets.

Performing the simulation in the Tokyo Metropolitan
Area, we evaluated the damage of each building/street and
calculated the indices of property collapse and street net-
work accessibility for each grid cell. Furthermore, we an-
alyzed the relationships between local environments and
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their indices by multiple regression analysis (Fig. 13).
The indices showed high vulnerability in densely built-
up wooden residential areas where the local environment
is unfavorable. The regression models clarified that the
indices depend on the variables representing street char-
acteristics (the number of buildings along a street, narrow
street rate, etc.) as well as variables on building charac-
teristics (old buildings rate, gross building coverage ra-
tio, etc.). These findings indicate the effectiveness of pro-
viding emergency evacuation routes [6] between two in-
tersections (decrease the number of roadside buildings)
as well as the general disaster mitigation strategies (e.g.,
the conversion of old wooden buildings to quake-resistant
buildings, widening narrow streets, etc.) (Fig. 14).

In future work, we will attempt to quantify the effects
of risk mitigation strategies. Thereby, it will be possible
to identify appropriate strategies, which differ according
to the local environment of each area.
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Notes
1) The improvement of major streets whose width is 8 m or

more has been promoted. These streets play an important
role as a main network for various activities at the time of a
large earthquake [18].

2) In this paper, we evaluate the street network accessibility
from/to any of major streets whose width is 8 m or more. We
assume the spatial range of emergency behavior is within a
certain size of grid cell (417.5 m × 566.5 m), as the street
design guideline recommends providing streets at intervals
of 500 m [18].

3) Due to calculation costs, we use only 100 cases of property
collapse.

4) Buildings constructed after 1981 satisfy the new earthquake
resistant building standard. Those buildings are assumed not
to collapse for a large earthquake of magnitude 7 or higher.

5) For the validation of the models, we estimated the regression
models using 70% of data. Selected dependent variables by
the Stepwise Method and the estimated values of standard
regression coefficients of each model are almost the same
as using 100% of data (Tables 9 to 13). The correlation
coefficients between the values of dependent variables esti-
mated by the simulation models and the values predicted by
regression models using 30% of data are also the same as
using 100% of data.

6) An emergency evacuation route, which is assumed to be
used only in case of a disaster, is a passage between build-
ings. Construction of emergency evacuation routes has been
promoted as a type of disaster mitigation measure [19].

Fig. 13. Relationships between local environment and indices.

Fig. 14. Concept of providing emergency evacuation route.

Table 9. Summary of multiple regression analysis predict-
ing building collapse risk (70% of data: R = 0.900).

Table 10. Summary of multiple regression analysis predict-
ing street blockage risk (70% of data: R = 0.875).

Table 11. Summary of multiple regression analysis predict-
ing movement difficulty (70% of data: R = 0.895).
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Table 12. Summary of multiple regression analysis predict-
ing frequency of encountering street blockage (70% of data:
R = 0.875).

Table 13. Summary of multiple regression analysis predict-
ing travel distant increment (70% of data: R = 0.757).
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